Stickynomore Disclaimer
Plastic parts become brittle and fragile over time. Because of this some
parts may break or crack. Small tabs, clips, etc are the most vulnerable
to this. We at Stickynomore are very careful with all parts we receive
and treat them so, but sometimes they will break. There are also
occasions where a button, knob or switch may not strip correctly.
Sometimes we will have to use decals that represent the symbol,
lettering or number on said part. The decals we use look very close to
the original symbol, letter or number. Some parts also will have pitting,
gouges, scrapes, cracks, etc under the black sticky coating. Another
reason we believe the parts are coated in the first place, to hide the
shoddy metal and plastic the manufactures use. We will do our best to
sand smooth those areas before refinishing, but sometimes they may
still be noticeable. If any parts break, have noticeable issues under the
coating or if we have to use a decal we will notify you. Stickynomore
will not be held responsible if this occurs. We will make every effort to
have your parts looking great.

Before sending any part to us, please ensure all electronics have been
removed from parts. We refinish the plastic or metal portion and will
not be held liable for expensive wiring, controls, Navigation screens,
etc. If your parts have small aftermarket LED lights for radar detectors,
alarms, etc., please remove them prior to sending the parts. If you are
not sure whether a certain part needs to be stripped of its electronics
just inform us and we can let you know. There are additional charges if
we have to remove electronics and breakdown parts. Please include a
note within the box listing all contents and your information to include
email, phone and return address.

We will do everything we can to make sure your parts look great
before leaving us. If for any reason you have a question, concern or
issue with your parts please contact us immediately. Thanks for
choosing Stickynomore!!

